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Abstract. In 1985 Gabai gave a complete proof of the Simple Loop Conjec-

ture, which states that any map between closed surfaces, which does not induce

an injection on the level of nx , takes some noncontractible simple loop in the

domain surface to a contractible loop in the target surface. In this paper we

study an analogous result for the category of surfaces equipped with finite group

actions and the maps which commute with the group structures (the "equivari-

ant" maps). We find a counterexample to the equivariant analog of the Simple

Loop Conjecture for the cyclic group of order 3. The proof uses an equivariant

analog of a theorem of Edmonds which gives a standard geometric representa-

tive for any homotopy class of surface maps of nonzero degree.

0. Introduction

The study of compact two-dimensional manifolds, or surfaces, led to a com-

plete classification about 100 years ago. However, the maps between compact

surfaces continue to be studied. For example, one can ask, does there exist a

nice geometric representative for any homotopy class of surface maps?
In 1927 Nielsen [11] proved that a map between compact surfaces inducing

an injection on the level of fundamental groups is homotopic to a covering

map. Edmonds [1] extended this result in 1979, proving that any surface map

of nonzero degree is homotopic to the composition of a degree one map, which
collapses submanifolds with connected boundary to points, with a branched

covering.
One corollary of this latter work was a partial solution to the then open

Simple Loop Conjecture, which states that a map between closed surfaces, not

homotopic to a covering map, takes some noncontractible embedded loop in

the domain surface to a contractible loop in the target surface. In 1985 Gabai

[5] gave a complete solution for closed surfaces.

It is known that the conjecture is false for surfaces with boundary. One can

take, for example, the 2-fold branched covering of the annulus which may be

described as follows. There is a 2-fold branched covering from the unit disk
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r

77 c C to itself given by z ■-► z2. From this, one obtains a branched covering
o

of the annulus by removing a small open disk U from D - {0} , and its inverse

image f~l(U).
One can study actions on surfaces by finite groups and attempt a classification

of the class of maps which commute with the group structures (the "equivariant"

maps). For orientation preserving actions, an equivariant analog of Nielsen's

Theorem is true in general. (See [16] for a proof which follows from the theory

of Fuchsian groups, [4, 7, 12] for a harmonic map approach, or [15] for a

topological proof.) However, an equivariant analog of Edmonds' Theorem is

true only for a certain class of groups (which includes the cyclic groups of prime

power order) [15]. Furthermore, there exist counterexamples to the equivariant

analog of the Simple Loop Conjecture even for the cyclic group of order 3, and

one can use the equivariant analog of Edmonds' Theorem to prove this. This

paper is an exposition of one such counterexample.

1. Definitions and statement of a counterexample

Throughout this paper a surface M will denote an orientable compact two-

dimensional manifold. A G-action on Af by a finite group G is a monomor-

phism C7 -A Homeo+Af, where Homeo+Af is the group of orientation preserv-

ing homeomorphisms of M. Given m £ M and g £ G, we write g • m for

p(g)(m) and call M a G-space. A map / is equivariant or a G-map if for

every g £ G and m £ M it satisfies fi(g • m) = g • f(m). A submanifold

X c M is invariant if g • X — X for every g £ G. A submanifold X c M is

equivariant if given any g £ G either g-X = X or g-XnX = 0 . A branched

covering /?: M —> N is a finite-to-one map which is a covering except possibly

over a finite number of points.

Let G = Z3, and M and N be closed surfaces of genera 6 and 3, respec-
tively. Then C7 acts on each of M and N with two fixed points, where the

quotient surfaces of the actions are of genera 2 and 1, respectively (see Figure

1 in §3).

Counterexample to the equivariant analog of the Simple Loop Conjecture. There

is an equivariant 2-fold branched covering /?: M —> N not homotopic to a

covering map, for which there is no equivariant noncontractible embedded loop

in the kernel of itxfi .

2. Preliminary discussion

We need the following definitions.

Let Af be a C7-space. The isotropy subgroup Gm of an element m £ M is

the set of all elements of G which fix 777. The singular set of M is defined by

SM = {m: \Gm\±l).
If /?: Af —► N is a branched covering and n £ N is a point over which /?

is not evenly covered, then 77 is called a branched point and m £ P~x(n) a

singular point of fi .

Remark 1. The Riemann-Hurwitz formula. The quotient map M ^ [M] of a

group action is a branched covering. Thus, for a singular point m £ Sm^(8M)c

there is a small disk Bm which characterizes the G-action locally about m.
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More specifically, 7im is invariant under the isotropy subgroup Gm, and is

mapped off itself by every other element of G.

For example, in the smooth category, if m £ Sm then the isotropy subgroup

Gm induces an orientation preserving action on the tangent space TmM, which

is given by Tmh: TmM —> TmM for each h £ Gm. By averaging an arbitrary

metric on TmM, one may assume that Tmh preserves length for every h £ Gm .

Then {Tmh} = Gm is a finite subgroup of SO(2) and therefore acts as a cyclic

group of rotations in the plane.

Furthermore, the Riemann-Hurwitz formula [ 16]

xM=\G\(X([m)-Y(1-jj\

is satisfied, where {x,}*=1 is the image in [Af] of the singular set Sm , and /,

is the order of the isotropy subgroup of the singular points mapping onto x,.

Remark 2. Lifting homotopies. Note that an equivariant map /: Af —> N

induces a map [fi]: [Af] -» [TV] between quotient surfaces. A homotopy 77 is

equivariant or a G-homotopy if 77, is an equivariant map for every time t. If

two maps / and /' are equivariantly homotopic we write /' ~G fi'.

An equivariant homotopy H of f induces a homotopy [77] of [/], but

the reverse is not necessarily true. However, if for every time t we have

[Hi]~1([Sn]) = [f\~x([SN]) and [77,] = [/] when restricted to the inverse image

of [SN], then by covering space theory [77] lifts to a homotopy of /, and by

the discreteness of G the lift is equivariant.

Remark 3. Actions and representations. If Af is a G-space then there is an

epimorphism pM: nx([M - Sm], [fn]) -» G defined as follows. Let m be

a point covering [m] under the quotient map Af —> [Af ]. Given (a) £

nx([M - Sm], [m]), let a' be the lift of a starting at m . Then a'(l) = g • m
def

for some g £ G. We define pm((oc)) = g. We call pM a representation of

the action. Note that if G is abelian then the element g is independent of the
base point m , and we may view pM as an epimorphism 77i[Af - Sm] —► G.

Conversely, if [X] is a compact surface, then any epimorphism

p: ii\([X], [x]) —► G determines a covering map X —► [X] whose group of

covering translations is G. (Take the cover corresponding to the subgroup

kerp). Furthermore, if Y is the closed surface obtained by attaching a disk to

each component of the boundary of X, the action of 6 on I extends over Y.

If C c dX is a component invariant under some g / 1, then the disk in Y

whose boundary is C has a singular point fixed by (g). The Riemann-Hurwitz

formula gives the Euler characteristic of Y.

Remark 4. Local cone branched coverings. A cone branched covering between

disks viewed as unit disks in the complex plane is a map homotopic to z h-> zr

for some nonzero integer r.

Let Af and N be G-spaces, and /: Af —► N an equivariant map. For each

n £ S^ , let BN be a small disk characterizing 77 (see Remark 1 above). Then

/ can be perturbed equivariantly and relative to the boundary so that it is a

cone branched covering over each Bn. We call the result of such a homotopy

a local cone branched covering over S„ (see [15]).
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Furthermore, if Sm ¥= 0 and [Af] is a disk, then / may be perturbed

equivariantly so that [/"'(^V)] C [Sm] (again, see [15]).

Remark 5. Local degrees. If m £ Sm and / is equivariantly homotopic to h ,
then by the discreteness of G we have fim = hm = n £ Sn ■ Furthermore, if /

and h are both local cone branched coverings over Sn , then the local degree

of fi about rn is congruent modulo |G„| to that of h about m . Also, for any

[w] £ [f~l(n)] n [SCM], the local degree of [fi] about [w] is a multiple of |G„|

(see [15]).

Remark 6. An equivariant analog ofi Edmonds' Theorem. An equivariant pinch

map is an equivariant degree one quotient map which collapses equivariant

subsurfaces with connected boundary to points. Such a map is trivial if each

equivariant subsurface it collapses is a 2-disk. Otherwise it is nontrivial.
Now, let /: Af —► N be an equivariant map between G-spaces of degree

d > 0. Then under suitable boundary conditions we have the following result.

Theorem [15]. Suppose that either d = 1 or every element of G has prime order.

Then there is an equivariant pinch map p and an equivariant d-fiold branched

covering fi such that fi ~g fi °P relative to the boundary of M.

Note that cyclic groups of prime order satisfy the necessary hypotheses.

3. Proof of the counterexample

Let Af be a G-space. We define a simple loop C c Af to be a closed curve

which is embedded with no self-intersections. An equivariant simple loop is a

simple loop which is an equivariant submanifold. If C is an equivariant simple

loop, let GC = {g-C: g £ G} .
Let G = Z3, and let Af and N be closed surfaces of genera 6 and 3,

respectively. Then G acts on each of M and N with two fixed points, where
the quotient surfaces of the actions are of genera 2 and 1, respectively.

Theorem (Counterexample to the equivariant analog of the Simple Loop Con-

jecture). There is a G-equivariant 2-fold branched covering ft: M —► TV, which

does not induce an injection on nx, for which there is no equivariant simple loop

C c Af 777 the kernel of nxfi.

A brief outline of the proof follows.
By the lemma below, if there is an equivariant simple loop C in the kernel

of 711/5 , then /? can be equivariantly perturbed so that P(GC) is either one

point or three points. Therefore fi induces a map /?': M' -* N, where M' is

obtained from Af by cutting along each component of GC and then collapsing

the boundary components to points. By the equivariant analog of Edmonds'

Theorem for cyclic groups of prime order (see Remark 6), /?' is equivariantly

homotopic to the composition of an equivariant pinch map p with a branched

covering a. Since 7T27V = 0, the pinch p must be trivial. Therefore P' is
equivariantly homotopic to a branched covering a. Then either [Af'] is a
torus, in which case [a] is a covering map, which is impossible because the

local degree of [a] about each fixed point is congruent to 2 modulo 3 (see

Remark 5), or C cuts Af into two nontrivial pieces Af] and M2, and o\m,

is null-homotopic, which is impossible also for local degree reasons and by the

inequality of Kneser. (See [17] for a statement of Kneser's inequality.)
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We proceed as follows.

Step 1. More detailed discussion of the G-actions on Af and TV.

Step 2. Definition of /?.
Step 3. There does not exist an equivariant simple loop C in the kernel of

nifi.

Step 1. Let G = {0, 1, 2}. G acts on Af with two singular points mx and

7772, and on TV with two fixed points n x and n2, where the representations for

these actions are given by

PM[dBmi] = pN[dB„x ] = 1    and   pM[dBmi ] = pN[dBni] = 2,

and Pm(Cj) = Pn(Kj) = 0 for some set of homology generators C, c [Af] and

Kj c [TV], such that cutting along the C, 's and the Kj 's cuts [Af] and [TV],
respectively, into a single disk each (see Remarks 1 and 3).

Step 2. We define [ft]: [Af] —> [TV] to be a 2-fold branched covering with two
branched points {nx, n2} and two singular points {mx, 7772} , where the restric-

tion [/5]|[Bmjj : [Bmi] —> [Bni] sends m, to 77, and is given by z ^ z2 (where

both rn, and 77, are identified with zero on the unit disk in the complex plane).

The map [/?] lifts to an equivariant map ft: M —> TV. (See [15] for a detailed
discussion of when a map between quotient surfaces lifts to an equivariant

map.) Note that by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, ^(Af) = -2(6) -f- 2 = -10

and #(TV) = -2(3) + 2 = -4. In particular, fi cannot be homotopic to a cov-

ering map, since such a map would have to satisfy multiplicativity of the Euler

characteristic. The map fi is shown in Figure 1.

Step 3. Suppose that there is an equivariant simple loop C C M in the ker-

nel of nxp . By the lemma below, fi can be equivariantly perturbed so that

ft(C) is a union of points in TV. Since C is equivariant, its image [C] c

[Af - {7771, 7772}] is a simple closed curve.

There are two cases: either the components of GC are freely permuted by

the G-action, or C is invariant under the G-action. We first fix some notation.

M rTfw       " V i /"

-      1 0 )   [TV]

Figure 1
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If GC is a union of noncontractible simple closed curves on a closed surface

Af, then by Mqq we mean the (possibly disconnected) closed surface obtained

from Af by first cutting along each curve in GC, and then taking the quotient

space obtained by identifying each new boundary component of Af to a point.

Case 1. The components of GC are freely permuted by the G-action. This

means that GC = {C, 1 • C, 2 • C} is a set of three disjoint curves. Then the

map /? induces a map /?': MGC —> TV of degree 2, where

X(MGC) = X(M) + 6 = -4 > 2(-4) = (degf')(XN),

which contradicts Kneser's inequality. Therefore the following occurs.

Case 2. C is invariant under the G-action. That is, GC = C. By the equivari-

anceof p , since C is a curve invariant under the G-action, PC must be a fixed

point. Therefore without loss of generality we may assume that PC = nx £ Sn ■

Case 2a. C is nonseparating. Then there is an induced G-action on Mc,

the closed surface of genus five, with exactly four fixed points {x, y, Cx, C2} ,

where the C, are induced by the invariant loop C. The map P induces a

well-defined equivariant map P': Mc -* TV, with P'(CX) = P'(C2) = nx .
We compute #[Afc] using the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, -8 = /(A7C) =

3(*[Afc] - 4§), to conclude that ^[Afc] = 0. That is, [Mc] is a torus. In

particular, [C] is a noncontractible curve in [Af].

By the equivariant analog of Edmonds' Theorem, /?' ~G a o p , where p is

a G-pinch and a is a branched covering. Note that the map [p]: [Af] —> [TV]

induced by [p] is a (nonequivariant) pinch map. Since 772[TV] = 0, we conclude

that [p] must be homotopic to a homeomorphism. Therefore [a] is a 2-fold

branched covering between tori, and therefore by the Riemann-Hurwitz formula

a covering map, so all its local degrees are equal to +1 . But the fixed points

in [Af] mapped under [/?] into [TV] with local degrees are equal to 2. These

local degrees are fixed modulo 3 (see Remark 5), which leads to a contradiction.

Thus the following occurs.

Case 2b. C is separating. Then C disconnects Af into two nontrivial pieces

Mx and Af2. Let Ci and C2 be the resulting two copies of C so that C, c

Af,. There is a G-action on the induced space Af1Cl U Af2C2, where {C,} is

a fixed point of its component. The G-action fixes each component A7,c,. If

{Ci} were the only fixed point in MiCj, this would contradict the Riemann-

Hurwitz formula applied to Af,c,. Therefore by renaming we may assume that

twi G Afic, and 7772 G A/2c2. Recall that P(C) = nx . Therefore Afic, has
two fixed points mx and {Cx} , each mapping onto nx , but has no fixed point

mapping onto 722.

Let Pt: Af,c, —► TV be the maps induced by p. Since AfiC, has no fixed
point mapping onto «i, by Remark 5 and Kneser's results about local degrees

the degree of px must be a multiple of 3, and therefore must be 0. Thus the

degree of p2 is 2.
Since C was noncontractible, it follows that #(Afic,) < 0. Therefore by the

Riemann-Hurwitz formula x(MXc{) = 3(/[AfiC|] - 2(|)) < 0, which implies

that *(Afic,) < 0. Therefore /(Af1C|) < -4. That is, the genus g(MXCx) of

Af1Cl is at least 3. But £(Af1C|) + g(M2cf) = g(M) = 6, so the genus ^(Af2c2)

is at most 3. Therefore x(Af2c2) > -4. Since the degree of p2: x(M2Cf -» TV
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is 2, Kneser's inequality implies that -4 < x(M2c2) < 2x(N) = 2(-4), which
is impossible.

It remains only to prove the following lemma.

Let G be a cyclic group of prime order p > 2. Let Af and TV be G-spaces

with TV not a 2-sphere, and let f: Af —> TV be an equivariant map.

Lemma. If C c Af is an equivariant simple loop in the kernel of nxf, then

there exists a tubular neighborhood v ofi GC in M such that the restriction

fi\v is equivariantly homotopic, relative to dv, to a map which is constant on

C.

Proof. Since G has prime order, either the components of GC are freely per-

muted by the G-action or the loop C is invariant under G. In the former case

the desired result follows immediately by applying the Homotopy Extension

Property (see [14]) to a small tubular neighborhood of C and then extending

equivariantly to each loop in the set {g • C}gec • So we suppose that C is

invariant under G.

Step 1. The map f\c extends equivariantly to a disk D bound by C.

Proof. Since f\c is null-homotopic, it can be extended to a disk D whose

boundary is C. We think of D as the unit disk in the complex plane. Define

/' to be f\o. The G-action on C extends to D as rotation by a pth root of

unity. This action has a unique fixed point {0} .

The goal is to change /' relative to C into an equivariant map. If fi'D

does not contain a fixed point, then its image [fi'D] c [TV] is null-homotopic in

[TV] - [Sn] • This homotopy extends to a small tubular neighborhood v of [C]

in [Af], relative to du . This extended homotopy lifts equivariantly over v by

Remark 2. Thus the proof of the lemma is complete in this case. Therefore

we assume that fi'D does contain a fixed point, namely, {fi'O}. Now /' is

equivariant on C U {0}.
Let g be any element of G. Note that g~l f g is a map from D into TV

which agrees with /' on Cu{0}. Since 7i27V = 0, /' is homotopic to g~lf'g
relative to C. Since (77x7,({0}uC)x7) is a simplicial pair, the Homotopy
Extension Property implies that /' is homotopic to g~lfi'g relative to Cu{0}.

Since the action on D is rotation, D can be divided into p equivariant

sectors, each centered at 0, which intersect pairwise along oriented rays Lg =

{te'e : t £ [0, 1]} . Then for some element g £ G the set of consecutive sectors

is {S, g - S, ... , gp_1 • S}. Let L and g • L be the rays bounding S. The
boundary of S is L~l * (g • L) * a , where a is a connected oriented arc in C .

This is illustrated in Figure 2.

a

0

Figure 2
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Since S c D is a subdisk, f'\ds is null-homotopic. Since /' is homotopic

to g~xf'g relative to Cu {0}, we conclude that gf'\ /_ is homotopic to f'g\L

relative to the boundary of L. Define f": S -» TV as follows. Let /"|qUl =

fi'lauL and f"\g.L = c?*/"U- Then /"|8s is null-homotopic and therefore

extends to a map on all of S. Now /" extends equivariantly to {gk • S : k =

2, ... , p - 1}. That is, fi": D -> TV is an equivariant map which agrees with

f on C = dD.
This completes the proof of Step 1.

Step 2. The map fi\ d is equivariantly null-homotopic.

def
Proof. Recall that /' = /| d . By Remark 4, since p ^ 2 implies that CnSW =
0, the map /' can be perturbed equivariantly to be a local cone branched cover

over a neighborhood of the singular set of the target surface. Furthermore, we

can arrange so that //_l(5V) = So - {0}. Now the perturbed [/'] is ho-

motopic, relative to [/'-1 (■$#)]> to a map whose image is a small disk about

[f'(0)]. By Remark 2 this homotopy lifts equivariantly. Thus /' can be per-

turbed equivariantly so that f(D) lies in a small disk about the fixed point

{/'(0)}. This entire disk can be equivariantly slid onto {fi'(0)} .

This completes the proof of Step 2.

Step 3. The equivariant homotopy of f\c to a constant map can be extended

to a homotopy over a tubular neighborhood v of C in Af, relative to dv .

Proof. Let v be a small tubular neighborhood of C in Af. By the Equivariant

Collaring Theorem [3] we may arrange so that v = S1 x [0, 1] has the product

action, where C is identified with S'x^. We obtain the desired homotopy

77 as follows.
Let a be the connected arc on C defined in Step 1. Recall that C =

\Jifo(g' " «) > where (g' • a) n (g'+l • a) C d(g' • a). We now identify a with

ax^cSlx^cv. Note that if a £ da then da = {a, g • a}. We define 77

over a x [0, 1] and then extend equivariantly over the rest of S] x 7.

Let 77|aXl/2x[o,i] he the restriction to a of the homotopy of f'\c given

by Step 2. Let H(x, t) = f'(x) for all x G a x {0, 1} and all t £ [0, 1].
Let 77|QX/a}xr0 ,) be any homotopy of /|ax[o,i] that agrees with 77 over a x

{0, 5 , 1}. Now extend 77 equivariantly over g ■ (a x[0, 1]). See Figure 3.

/       g ■ a\.—vW \   a x [0, 11

Figure 3
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Since (a x [0, 1], (da x [0, 1]) U (a x {0, \, 1})) is a simplicial pair, the

Homotopy Extension Property implies that 77 extends over qx[0, 1]. Finally,

extend 77 equivariantly over {gk • (a x [0, 1]) : k = 2, ... ,p - 1}. This

completes the proof of the lemma.
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